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Abstract: The ability of metallic nanostructures to confine 
light at the sub-wavelength scale enables new perspec-
tives and opportunities in the field of nanotechnology. 
Making use of this unique advantage, nano-optical trap-
ping techniques have been developed to tackle new chal-
lenges in a wide range of areas from biology to quantum 
optics. In this work, starting from basic theories, we pre-
sent a review of research progress in near-field optical 
manipulation techniques based on metallic nanostruc-
tures, with an emphasis on some of the most promising 
advances in molecular technology, such as the precise 
control of single biomolecules. We also provide an over-
view of possible future research directions of nanomanip-
ulation techniques.
Keywords: plasmonic tweezers; metallic nanostructures; 
nanomedicine.
1   Introduction
Optical trapping – the ability to manipulate small parti-
cles using light – was first recognized by the awarding 
of a Nobel Prize in Physics in 1997 to Steven Chu, Claude 
Cohen-Tannoudji and William D. Phillips for atom trap-
ping and laser cooling techniques [1, 2]. However, optical 
manipulation has a broad range of applications aside 
from physics [3], such as biophysics [4], nanoscience [5] 
and the life science [6, 7]. In 2018, after more than 30 years 
of steady development as a powerful tool in biological 
and medical science [8], Arthur Ashkin was awarded 
half of the Nobel Prize in Physics for his seminal work 
on “optical tweezers and their application to biological 
systems.” In between the awarding of these two prizes 
in this topic, the research community witnessed signifi-
cant progress in advanced optical micro-/nanomanipula-
tion techniques based on optical tweezers (OT). The first 
application of optical trapping in biology was demon-
strated in 1987, when an individual tobacco mosaic virus 
[9], an Escherichia coli bacterium [9], and a live single cell 
[10] were trapped. Since then, OT have attracted more 
and more attention due to their unique non-invasive 
characteristics. A schematic illustration of the historical 
development of OT is shown in Figure 1. The ability to 
apply pico-newton (pN) forces to micron-sized dielectric 
particles, while simultaneously measuring displacement 
with nanometer-level precision, is now a routine process. 
However, conventional OT experiments have major draw-
backs when used with nanoscale particles, due to the 
diffraction limit of the focused trapping laser spot size 
[20, 21], thereby preventing accurate trap confinement. 
In this regime, the magnitude of the gradient force [11] 
drops dramatically as the particle size is reduced. Addi-
tionally, Ashkin demonstrated that trapping laser powers 
as high as 1.5 W could trap nanosized particles with diam-
eters of 9–14 nm [11]. However, at such high laser powers, 
the trapped specimens typically undergo rapid optical 
damage. These limitations make the trapping and manip-
ulation of very small particles particularly challenging.
Alternative, OT configurations have, of course, been 
explored and they have shown a great improvement in 
the trapping quality by, for example, taking advantage of 
evanescent fields [21, 22]. For example, photonic crystal 
OT-integrated with microfluidic systems to create a lab-on-
chip-platform-have been used to demonstrate sorting and/
or manipulation of particles [23–29]. Photonic crystals are 
near-field nanostructures with a periodic pattern in dielec-
tric properties. These structures can be integrated with 
microfluidic systems to create a lab-on-a-chip platform 
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and have been used to demonstrate sorting and/or manip-
ulation of biological molecules [23–29] tweezers. OT based 
on plasmonic substrates have also been developed to 
overcome the limitation imposed by free-space diffraction 
and to enhance the local optical intensity within the trap 
[12, 20, 21, 30–33]. A major advantage of plasmonic nano-
structures is that the electromagnetic field enhancement is 
achieved over a broad range of incident laser wavelengths 
[34, 35] by modifying the geometry of the structure. There-
fore, in combination with biology specimens, plasmonic 
OT (POT) could be employed for further investigation of the 
biological mechanisms behind the development of several 
diseases [31, 33]. Although several articles have reviewed 
various aspects of POT [20, 21, 31–33], new efforts with 
impact in various scientific fields have emerged. In this 
review, we will provide a detailed overview picture of the 
advances in POT based on metallic nanostructures, which 
have attracted considerable attention, as well as insights 
and perspectives for future applications. This review is 
structured as follows: first, we present a basic theoretical 
description of the physical origins of OT, which is useful to 
explore the underlying physical aspects of the momentum 
transfer process. Next, we review OT based on several plas-
monic geometries, including a description of the different 
materials that have been used to enhance the optical forces 
in the nanoscale regime. In parallel, applications of POT 
in life sciences, especially for the manipulation of biomol-
ecules such as proteins or DNA, are discussed. Finally, we 
provide both a critical view of the research field by summa-
rizing the main conclusions extracted from the state of the 
art and our perspective of future POT developments and 
potential applications.
2   Theoretical aspects of plasmonic 
optical tweezers
Historically, in the 17th century, the astronomer Kepler 
proposed that the sun’s radiation pressure causes comet 
tails to always point away from it [17]. In 1873, Maxwell 
[19] theoretically suggested that light could exert radia-
tion pressure and this was demonstrated experimentally 
nearly a century later, after the advent of lasers [18, 36, 
37]. Practically, the radiation pressure can be under-
stood as a consequence of the conservation of momen-
tum during the scattering and absorption of the photons. 
Additionally, electromagnetic fields induce a polarization 
in dielectric materials which results in a gradient force 
pointing toward high-intensity field regions. Therefore, 
optical trapping is based on a tightly focused beam [38] 
capable of generating a strong gradient force which over-
comes the radiation pressure and holds or manipulates 
particles at the focal point [38]. Optical trapping theory 
is based on two limiting cases [39]: (1) for particles whose 
size is larger than the wavelength of the laser employed as 
the source of trapping (r  λ) and (2) for particles whose 
size is smaller than the wavelength of light (r  λ). In the 
first case, the condition of Mie scattering is satisfied and 
the trapping force can be calculated in terms of geometric 
ray optics [39]. In the latter case, Rayleigh scattering [11, 
40] is dominant and the trapping force can be computed 
by treating the particle as a point dipole with an induced 
dipole momentum [40–42]. Moreover, for particles 
whose size is comparable with the trapping wavelength, 
neither the ray optic nor the point dipole approach is 
Figure 1: The optical tweezers roadmap [1, 2, 9–19].
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valid [39]. Therefore, a more complete electromagnetic 
theory  analysis is required in order to supply an accurate 
description [39]. However, in this section we will discuss 
the nature of the optical force exerted on particles in the 
nanometer-sized regime.
2.1   Brief review of optical trapping principles 
in the dipole approximation
As mentioned above, the optical force is a consequence of 
the change in momentum carried by photons. However, 
the concept that an electromagnetic field carries momen-
tum led to a long-standing debate known as the Abraham-
Minkowski problem [5]. Consequently, the calculation 
of the optical force on a particle embedded in a viscous 
medium has followed different approaches, which can be 
derived by integrating the momentum flux over a closed 
surface surrounding the particle [5]. There are several 
articles which discuss, in detail, the optical force calcu-
lation based on a potential or the Maxwell stress tensor 
approach [5, 12, 19, 22, 36, 37, 41–44]. Here, by employing 
the dipole approximation to consider the optical force, the 
time-averaged force is divided into three components: the 
gradient force, the scattering force and the polarization 
gradient force, and is given by the following expression 
[43, 44]:
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where 〈…〉 represents the time-averaged operation, Re 
denotes the real part, the asterisk denotes the complex 
conjugate, σ(αp) is the extinction cross-section of the par-
ticle [43], E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, 
respectively, c is the speed of light in vacuum, ε
ο
 is the 
vacuum dielectric permittivity, ω is the angular frequency 
of the optical field and αp is the polarizability for small 
dielectric particles that is given by the following expres-
sion [45]:
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Here, εp and εm are the dielectric constants of the particle 
and the surrounding medium, respectively, and r is the 
radius of the particle. The gradient force, which is the first 
term in Eq. (1), attracts the particle along the direction of 
the increasing electric field intensity gradient [11, 12, 40]. 
The radiation force [13], the second term in Eq. (1), pushes 
the particle out of the trap. The third is the “spin curl 
force,” which arises from the presence of the spatial polar-
ization gradients [43]. This force is nonzero for a tightly 
focused beam in OT [44]. The balance between the above-
mentioned forces produces an equilibrium point near the 
laser focus in which optical trapping in three dimensions 
can occur.
In the Rayleigh regime [40], the gradient force [11, 46] 
exerted on a trapped particle is proportional to the third 
power of the particle radius, that is, r3, while the scatter-
ing force [11, 46] is proportional to the sixth power of the 
particle radius, that is, r6. Hence, a small particle may 
easily escape from the trap due to its Brownian motion. 
Furthermore, for stable trapping of a nanoparticle, the 
trapping potential resulting from the optical forces should 
overcome the thermal energy [11]. The trapping potential 
energy exerted on a nanoparticle located at ro, U(ro), is 
giving by the following expression [12]:
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and defines an important figure-of-merit for an optical 
trap. To achieve stable trapping, the depth of this poten-
tial well should be around 10 kBT (where kB is Boltzmann’s 
constant and T is the absolute temperature in the trap), 
in order to compensate for delocalization of the particle 
due to its Brownian motion [11]. Therefore, to confine a 
nanoparticle using the gradient force to counteract the 
destabilizing effects of Brownian motion requires either 
an increase in the light field intensity or that one works 
with highly polarizable particles. However, these require-
ments are neither feasible nor advisable for particles such 
as small biological specimens, for example, proteins or 
DNA strands, since they are temperature sensitive.
Thus, in order to overcome the obstacles that arise 
from using conventional OT, a novel technique based on 
principles of nano-optics was developed. This technique 
is frequently referred to as POT and provides us with 
several advantages. In 1997, it was proposed that a sharp 
metal tip illuminated by a laser beam could create suffi-
cient optical potential to trap nanoparticles [23, 47]. This 
early work indicated that efficient optical trapping of the 
nanoparticle was achieved close to the surface of the metal 
tip. Specifically, in the presence of laser illumination, the 
Brought to you by | Hyogo College of Medicine
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free electron density on the surface of a metal structure 
can undergo collective oscillations that are called plas-
mons. Under certain conditions, the charge concentra-
tions, due to geometrical features of the metal structure, 
create highly localized evanescent fields with an intensity 
that decays exponentially as moving away from the inter-
face, thereby inducing strong gradient forces capable of 
increasing the precision of optical trapping. These fields 
due to localized surface plasmons can increase the con-
finement and the depth of the trapping potential, making 
the trapping more stable in the nanometer regime. Two 
years later, Okamoto et al. proposed a POT using confined 
light transmitted through a sub-wavelength aperture in an 
opaque metallic film [48]. Based on these significant early 
works, the coming-of-age of POT happened a decade later 
when small particles were trapped using low incident 
laser powers [20, 21, 31, 34], opening new roads for pre-
cisely trapping at the nanometer scale.
In another direction, a number of experiments using 
nanophotonic cavities, such as nanoapertures or photonic 
crystal cavities, demonstrated a new trapping mecha-
nism known as self-induced back-action (SIBA) in which 
the trapped particle has a dynamic role on the trapping 
mechanism itself [49]. Generally, SIBA has been exten-
sively studied and reported in the last decade for dielectric 
nanoparticles as well as plasmonic nanoparticles [49–53]. 
Here, the role of the SIBA mechanism for a plasmonic 
nanoaperture will be discussed briefly in the following 
sub-section [49].
2.2   Brief theory of SIBA trapping
A key component of SIBA trapping is that the particle 
itself plays an active role in the trapping mechanism by 
modifying the optical transmission signal through a sub-
wavelength hole [49]. Generally, the origin of the SIBA 
effect arises from the sensitivity of the resonance to local 
refractive index changes. Specifically, Bethe first studied 
the diffraction of light transmitted through a tiny circular 
hole in an infinitely thin and perfect metallic film [54]. He 
showed that the optical transmission was proportional 
to the fourth power of the ratio of the hole radius to the 
light wavelength (i.e. (r/λ)4). In other words, Bethe stated 
that light transmission through a hole, with a size smaller 
than the wavelength of light, in a metal film is very low. 
However, his predictions have been challenged by the dis-
covery of the extraordinary optical transmission effect, 
where the transmission of light through a sub-wavelength 
hole is increased when the hole is arranged in a certain 
way [55]. Specifically, the transmitting light through a 
hole, in a real metal film, couples into surface plasmon 
polariton (SPP) modes, which penetrate into the hole wall 
effectively increasing the hole size. Consequently, the SPP 
modes on two opposite sides of the hole have a stronger 
coupling, giving a higher effective refractive index and, 
therefore, an increase in the optical transmission signal. 
In a similar way, by adding a particle into a nanohole, the 
effective refractive index increases and the particle makes 
the hole effectively larger due to the dielectric loading 
effect. Hence, an increase in the transmission signal by a 
factor related to the particle refractive index is obtained. 
Thus, the effective optical trapping achieved due to the 
nanohole structure evokes the strong fourth power scaling 
of Bethe’s theory to overcome the third power polarizabil-
ity of Rayleigh scattering. The benefit of the SIBA con-
figuration over other POT approaches is the absence of 
plasmon resonance requirements.
2.3   Advantages and disadvantages of POT
Following the theoretical prediction of POT, several 
research groups experimentally demonstrated various 
designs of near-field techniques which paved a way for 
novel nanoscience and nanotechnology applications. 
Near-field trapping provides significant benefits com-
pared to the far-field OT. Specifically, for POT, the trapping 
laser power, which is essential to achieve stable trapping 
in the Rayleigh regime, can be reduced by the electromag-
netic enhancement of the SPP modes. This means that the 
POT can potentially be combined with applications such 
as the acceleration of photochemical reactions [56] or sen-
sitive detection of biological entities [57, 58]. Moreover, it 
is well known that the diffraction limit of laser light places 
a lower limit on the size to which light can be focused. 
By employing the POT configuration, the motion of the 
trapped nanoparticle is confined in the plasmonic region, 
which is much smaller than the diffraction-limited area of 
the laser light, thereby providing a stable trap for particle 
diameters of 12 nm [59].
Although the POT allows for an increase to the local 
intensity by condensing light down to a smaller cross-
sectional area, a fundamental concern is the thermal 
effect generated as a result of the frequency-dependent 
absorption of the laser light by the metallic nanostruc-
tures. The thermal convection effects have been shown 
to alter particle dynamics, giving rise to trapping phases 
in POT applications [60]. Such photothermal effects have 
been studied in POT implementations [60–62]. Ploschner 
et  al. theoretically studied the optical forces exerted on 
glass nanobeads in the proximity of a gold nanoantenna 
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and noted that the localization of the particles is due to 
heating effects, which probably dominate over optical 
forces [63]. Verschueren et al. demonstrated a temperature 
increase of 3.6°C at metallic nanopore when illuminated 
with an incident power of 7.5 mW [64]. Xu et al. predicted a 
maximum temperature increase of 6°C for double nanoap-
erture at an incident laser intensity of 6.67 mW/μm2 [65]. 
More recently, Jiang et al. combined fluorescence spectro-
scopy with OT in order to locally measure the temperature 
of single and double nanoapertures [66]. The authors 
showed that the temperature can increase by around 10°C 
at 2 mW/μm2 incident laser intensity for a double nanoap-
erture and 20°C under 5 mW/μm2 illumination for a single 
nanoaperture [66]. Notably, the majority of POT experi-
ments are performed using a base wafer material of either 
fused silica or silicon. The thermal conductivity of fused 
silica is almost 2.5 times greater than that of water and 
silicon is close to 250 times greater. Moreover, Roxworthy 
et al. performed theoretical calculations of the plasmon-
induced convection flow above an array of gold bowtie 
nanostructures on an indium tin oxide (ITO) thin layer 
and pointed out that the thermally conductive ITO can 
distribute the thermal energy efficiently compared to the 
same plasmonic geometry on a less thermally conductive 
substrate layer [60]. Therefore, in order to suppress the 
photothermal effect, the following approaches have been 
proposed: the fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures 
on a heat sink [67, 68] and the decrease of the number of 
the plasmonic nanostructures within the illuminated area 
[61]. Consequently, thermal energy generated by absorp-
tion of optical energy in the water solution surrounding a 
near-field trap can be better dissipated through the under-
lying substrate. In spite of this, it is also essential to note 
how the optical thermal effect can be utilized to facili-
tate temperature-related applications such as biosensing 
[69–72]. For example, metallic bowtie nanoantenna arrays 
[73], single nanoantenna assisted with an applied electric 
field [74], a thermal absorption medium [75] and continu-
ous gold films [76] have achieved the manipulation and 
transportation of small particles through the assistance of 
plasmon-induced thermal convection. Therefore, the ther-
mophoretic force is an essential factor and should be taken 
into account in any exploration of the POT mechanism.
3   Plasmonic nanostructures
Plasmonic nanostructures have recently drawn much 
attention due to their ability to overcome the diffraction 
limit of dielectric configurations and, as such, have been 
used to manipulate nanosized particles. They can provide 
strong, sub-wavelength energy confinement with a high 
optical gradient at the interface between the plasmonic 
and dielectric layers [77], making them suitable for novel 
applications in optical communications [78, 79], optical 
imaging [80], energy harvesting [81], nanoelectronics [82, 
83], sensing [84–86] and optical trapping [20, 21, 31–33, 
87]. Several metallic nanostructure designs have been 
proposed for near-field OT applications. In this section we 
highlight the plasmonic nanostructures that are relevant 
for optical trapping and briefly discuss their applications, 
mainly in biophysics and medical science, but also some 
recent advances down to the nanoscale regime. In Table 1, 
we summarize the important parameters of these POT for 
micro-/nanosized particle manipulation.
3.1   POT on a homogeneous metallic film
The first experimental implementation of a POT was dem-
onstrated on a homogeneous gold-dielectric interface [88, 
110]. In 2006, Garcѐs-Chávez et al. performed experiments 
on a 40-nm gold thin film by employing the Kretschmann-
Raether configuration [110]. They observed the self-
assembly of a large number of 5 μm silica beads using a 
combination of optical and thermophoretic forces. They 
showed that by controlling the excitation of the surface 
plasmon, a hexagonal, close-packed crystalline arrange-
ment of an array of 2800 beads was achieved [110]. The 
same year, Volpe et  al., by employing a photonic force 
microscope, measured the radiation force as a function 
of distance from a 40-nm gold layer, for various diame-
ters of trapped particles. They observed that the magni-
tude of the radiation force decays but did not follow the 
exponential tail of the plasmon field, on moving away 
from the gold substrate [88]. Moreover, they reported the 
first observation of momentum transfer from an SPP to a 
single dielectric particle of diameter 4.5 μm and measured 
an optical force enhancement of up to 40 ×  at resonance 
compared to that for non-resonant conditions [88]. With 
a similar configuration scheme, a POT based on a 45-nm 
gold thin layer was developed to trap and manipulate 
gold particles of 0.5–2.2 μm diameter when the surface 
plasmon was excited by a radially polarized cylindrical 
vector beam [111]. The authors noted that if a high numeri-
cal aperture objective lens is used, the SPP wavefront can 
be excited from the converging trapping laser beam in the 
homogeneous metallic layer and propagates toward the 
center of the focal spot [111]. They also determined that the 
total optical force originates from the coupling between a 
greatly enhanced SSP field and gold nanoparticles [111].
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3.2   POT on metallic disks
Although the thin metallic layer illuminated by a laser 
beam creates an optical trapping field, stable optical trap-
ping at a specific location on the metallic surface requires 
a confined trapping well, which can be achieved through 
metal patterning. A finite, gold, micron-sized disk pattern 
was designed at the surface of a glass substrate in order 
to manipulate micron-sized polystyrene particles [35]. In 
this experiment, the patterned surface was illuminated 
through a hemi-cylindrical glass prism by an unfocused 
linearly p-polarized laser beam at 785 nm. The illuminated 
spot was smaller than the gold disk dimensions, in order 
to achieve parallel trapping of a large number of particles 
under the same illumination conditions. Moreover, the 
authors observed that the trapping event lasted for several 
hours when using a laser intensity around 5 × 107 W/m2, 
which is considerably lower than that required for con-
ventional OT. A year later, the same research group [89], 
employing a similar POT setup, investigated the confine-
ment and the stiffness of the trapping process, revealing 
stable trapping of 4.88 μm polystyrene beads, with a trap 
stiffness in the range of a few tens of fN μm−1. Although 
the micron-sized disk geometry enables particles as small 
as 1 μm to be trapped, by down-scaling the disk diameter, 
the trapping process for smaller particle diameters is still 
limited [89]. This observation led to the design and fabri-
cation of alternative plasmonic geometries in which much 
higher control of the plasmonic fields could be achieved.
A few years later, Chen et  al. studied the trapping 
behavior of 100 and 500 nm polystyrene beads in a plas-
mon-enhanced, two-dimensional optical lattice [91]. The 
authors fabricated a square lattice with a period of 1 μm 
in which each primitive cell consisted of four gold nan-
odisks of 200  nm diameter with the thickness of 40  nm 
(Figure  2A) [91]. These plasmonic substrates were used 
to efficiently guide and arrange nanoparticles with the 
intention to investigate coherent interactions and explore 
novel physics issues [91]. Another POT approach was 
based on silver nanodisks with a graded diameter for 
delivering the gold-trapped particle in a controllable way 
[113]. In this work, the authors showed that the position 
of the hotspots can be changed by changing the incident 
wavelength and rotating the polarization state [113]. This 
approach offers an alternative way for particle transporta-
tion in the nanoscale regime [113].
3.3   POT on pillar/antenna nanostructures
Among the most interesting plasmonic geometries, metal-
lic nanopillars or nanoantennas have the capability to 
Figure 2: Plasmonic optical tweezers designs.
(A) Four nanodisk POT, reprinted with permission from [91], Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. (B) Nanoantenna POT, reprinted with 
permission from [98], Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (C) Nanodiabolo POT, reprinted with permission from [106], Copyright 
2011 Nature Publishing Group. (D) Nanopyramids POT, reprinted with permission from [100], Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (E) 
Bowtie arrays POT, reprinted with permission from [73], Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (F) Fiber nanotweezers reprinted with 
permission from [112], Copyright 2014 The Optical Society.
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concentrate light into a very localized and intense hotspot. 
Regarding this benefit, they can create optical traps orders 
of magnitude smaller than those achievable through 
the micron-sized disk approach. Thus, in this direction, 
Sidorov et  al. reported the first experimental realization 
of a POT based on gold periodic nanopillars [90]. In their 
experiments, microbubbles were created, trapped and 
manipulated by a 1064-nm laser beam in an immersion 
oil medium. The authors showed sub-micron precision of 
microbubble position as well as a high trapping efficiency 
(Q ~ 50 where Q is the dimensionless trapping efficiency 
which represents the fraction of incident laser power uti-
lized to exert a force [34]) [90]. A year later, Grigorenko 
et al. reported the trapping mechanism of particles near 
gold periodic nanopillars [34, 114]. A 1064-nm focused 
laser beam was used to trap a 200-nm polystyrene particle 
in an immersion oil medium [34]. The authors observed 
that the particle could be moved between adjacent nano-
pillars by translating the laser beam, thereby allowing for 
trapped particles to be discretely positioned. They also 
measured a trapping force of 2 nN, which is an order of 
magnitude higher than that obtained with conventional 
OT [34]. They calculated a high trapping quality factor of 
1.6 near the plasmonic substrate for 1-μm-diameter par-
ticles [34]. It should be noted that, in this experiment, 
the trapped particles were suspended in an oil medium 
and high light intensity was required in comparison with 
similar POT systems [34].
In addition to optical forces, coupling to SPPs leads 
to local heating of the metal and heat dissipation to the 
surrounding fluid. In order to overcome this issue, a tem-
plate-stripped plasmonic nanopillar was demonstrated to 
trap and rotate nanoparticles of 110 nm diameter [62, 67]. 
This POT configuration comprises a gold nanopillar on a 
copper layer formed on a silicon substrate. Due to the high 
thermal conductivities of the above-mentioned materials, 
the heat generated by the plasmonic field is conducted 
into the silicon substrate rather than into the water, 
therefore producing less water heating than in previous 
design schemes; hence higher laser powers can be used 
[67]. The authors showed that the nanopillar can convert 
the angular momentum of the incident laser beam to the 
orbital momentum of the inspected nanoparticle [62]. This 
observation paved the way for nanoscale motor function-
ality [67].
A POT approach based on a periodic array of nano-
pillars, exploiting the localized and extended surface 
plasmon modes characteristics, was proposed for simulta-
neous biosensing and optical trapping applications [115]. 
In this work, the authors noted optical forces of 350 pN 
μm−1 W−1 when the trapped particle was positioned close to 
a nanopillar. They also mentioned that directional control 
of the optical forces was achieved by controlling the 
incident light polarization [115]. A remarkable improve-
ment of the POT efficiency has been demonstrated with 
a two-dimensional dipole gold antenna array, separated 
by a nanoscale dielectric gap [61]. The above-mentioned 
geometry provides a strong light spot within the narrow 
gap on resonance. The authors noted that the optical 
force increased by a factor of 8 when the particle size was 
changed from 10 to 20 nm [61].
Stable trapping of living matter, such as E. coli bacte-
rium, has been observed for several hours with a dipole 
gold nanoantenna [98] (Figure 2B), with an input power 
of 300 mW, corresponding to an optical intensity of 107 W/
m2 near the plasmonic cavity; this is almost an order of 
magnitude lower than the damage threshold of bacterium 
[116]. The experimental implementation of plasmonic 
optical vortex trapping was demonstrated by an array of 
gold diabolo nanoantennas with a period of 2 μm, on a 
15-nm gold thin layer (Figure 2C) [106]. The authors dem-
onstrated the trapping of 300-nm-diameter fluorescent 
polystyrene beads suspended in deionized water, at the 
boundary of the plasmonic diabolo nanoantenna and 
measured a large radial trap stiffness equal to 0.69 pN nm−1 
W−1, at the position of the minimum potential [106]. More-
over, they performed plasmonic trapping experiments 
using silica nanoparticles immersed in oil and observed 
that particles were trapped at the local minimum of the 
electric field intensity, that is, at the center of the diabolo 
nanoantenna [106]. This work exhibits the ability to effec-
tively trap nanoparticles with a refractive index lower 
than the surrounding medium [106].
3.4   POT on pyramidal nanostructure
By employing the angle-resolved nanosphere lithogra-
phy method, gold nanopyramid arrays on a glass sub-
strate were fabricated for quantum dot optical trapping 
with laser intensities in the range of 0.5–10 kW/cm2 [99]. 
In this experiment, the height of each nanopyramid and 
the distance between adjacent pyramids were evaluated 
to be 30 and 140 nm, respectively [99]. The authors men-
tioned that the optical trapping at nanovalleys, located 
between adjacent pyramids, induced photoluminescence 
quenching and enhancement [99]. Two years later, gold 
nanopyramidal arrays, which have an extinction band at 
wavelengths longer than 650 nm corresponding to a gap-
mode localized surface plasmon, were fabricated in order 
to enable molecular manipulation (Figure 2D) [100]. In 
this work, near-infrared laser light at 808 nm was used to 
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excite the surface plasmon, resulting in an enhanced elec-
tromagnetic field in close proximity to the gap between 
the nanopyramids [100]. Thereafter, the authors com-
pared the trapping efficiency for two different kinds of 
dye-doped polystyrene nanospheres. One was resonant 
with the trapping laser light and the other non-resonant 
[100]. They concluded that the POT’s performance under 
the resonant condition was at least five times better than 
that under the non-resonant condition, thereby providing 
an alternative approach for the efficient trapping of small 
molecules [100, 117].
Furthermore, the same research group employed 
the nanopyramids as a plasmonic substrate to optically 
trap fluorescent-labeled λ-DNA with a femtosecond (fs) 
laser trapping beam [101]. The authors observed that, on 
plasmon excitation with the fs laser, a microassembly 
was formed on the plasmonic area – the particles were 
released after stopping the laser irradiation [101]. They 
also claimed that POT of DNA with an fs laser will pave 
the way for efficient trapping methods for other biomol-
ecules [101]. Recently, a nanopyramid substrate was fabri-
cated to provide an alternative method for the detection of 
organic molecules dissolved in aqueous solution [118]. In 
this work, the molecules were extracted into a poly(N-iso-
propylacrylamide) microassembly formed by plasmonic 
optical trapping [118]. The fluorescence enhancement 
factor was measured to be up to 140, indicating that the 
molecules were detected at the 10−9 mol/l level [118]. These 
results strongly suggest that this POT implementation will 
provide a novel analytical method to detect a variety of 
organic molecules.
3.5   POT on bowtie nanostructures
Bowtie nanostructures [119–121] have garnered increasing 
interest in the nanophotonics community. Initially, the 
bowtie structure was reported in the microwave regime 
of the electromagnetic spectrum [120]; since then several 
bowtie configurations have been studied at mid-infrared 
wavelengths near to 10 μm [121]. The bowtie nanostructure 
consists of two metallic, symmetric triangular structures, 
facing tip-to-tip, but separated by a narrow gap. Theoreti-
cally, it has been shown that bowtie nanostructures have 
a higher sensitivity than a pair of nanoantennas [122]. In 
fact, the bowtie geometry can tightly focus light in a single 
spot inside the narrow gap. Even though the nanoantenna 
provides stronger energy peaks than the bowtie configu-
ration, the latter are characterized by multiple optical 
traps at the external edges of the metal arms. Therefore, 
the bowtie configuration provides a strong advantage due 
to the position of the optical trap since it is well defined, 
resulting in a strong restoring force [53].
Exploiting this benefit, in 2012, Roxworthy et al. fab-
ricated arrays of two equilateral gold triangles, each with 
a 120  nm tip-to-base height and separated by a 20  nm 
gap for trapping, stacking and sorting of sub-micron to 
micron-sized dielectric particles using a low trapping 
power of approximately less than 1 mW (Figure 2E) [73]. 
In this work, the authors measured a high trapping effi-
ciency equal to 0.27 for a 500-nm-diameter trapped parti-
cle at 25 nm above the plasmonic substrate [73]. Moreover, 
the same research group demonstrated a POT based on an 
array of gold bowtie nanostructures with a 100 fs pulsed 
Ti:sapphire laser (80 MHz repetition rate, λ = 800 nm) as 
an excitation source [88]. The authors compared the fluo-
rescence intensity of a trapped particle of 600 nm radius 
when using the fs laser with the corresponding one for a 
continuous wave (cw) laser [104]. They noted that the fs 
laser excitation led to an increase in fluorescence inten-
sity owing to the increase in radiation force [104]. They 
also measured the trap stiffness of the POT with an fs 
laser and found that it was equal to 14 pN μm−1 mW−1, two 
times higher than that of a POT with a cw laser source 
and five times more than that of a conventional OT with 
an fs laser source [104]. By applying the fs POT, they opti-
cally trapped silver nanoparticles of 80  nm diameter in 
the nanogap and observed adhesion of these particles to 
plasmonic active sites [104]. This effect had never been 
observed before by employing a POT with cw lasers [104].
Moreover, Lu et al. [123] proposed a theoretical inves-
tigation of the tunability properties of the potential well 
width, depth and stiffness of the POT based on bowtie 
nanostructures versus trapping laser wavelength. This 
research group demonstrated that optical trapping with 
low laser intensity can be realized with a 1280 nm laser 
wavelength, while trapping with high precision can be 
realized with a 1300 nm laser wavelength for the bowtie 
configuration [123]. Recent work, based on a bowtie geom-
etry in a silver film, was demonstrated to isolate quantum 
dots and excite them with two-photon luminescence due 
to strong field enhancement inside the bowtie nanoap-
erture [124]. The authors measured the trap stiffness a 
20-nm silica-coated quantum dot experiences inside the 
nanoaperture as being equal to 0.42 and 0.07 fN nm−1 mW−1 
for the x and z directions, respectively. These values are 
nearly two orders of magnitude larger than in the case of 
free-space trapping [124].
Additionally, Mestres et al. fabricated bowtie nanoap-
ertures milled by a focused ion beam in a 100-nm gold 
thin layer to optically trap gold nanoparticles of 60  nm 
diameter in order to investigate the optomechanical 
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interaction of the plasmonic nanocavity [53]. They con-
cluded that as the optical trapping power is kept low, the 
SIBA effect gets stronger until it becomes the main trap-
ping mechanism [53]. This experiment provided a means 
to identify the optimum conditions that maximize the 
trapping efficiency under low trapping laser power and 
improve the trapping performance for the manipulation 
of photodamage-sensitive particles [53].
Recently, the ionic-current and optical transmis-
sion detection of single molecule λ-DNA translocations 
through a bowtie-shaped structure were reported [64, 
72]. The bowtie structure was fabricated in a 100-nm gold 
thin film and placed on a 20-nm thin free-standing sili-
con-nitride membrane [64]. The authors demonstrated a 
label-free optical technique using plasmonic bowtie nano-
structures that enables the conformation of translocation 
biomolecules or the study of thermophoretical polymeric 
translocations, while omitting an electrical bias [64, 72].
3.5.1   Bowtie nanostructures onto optical waveguides
A few years later, a different configuration of bowtie nano-
structures for optical trapping was proposed [112]. The 
configuration was based on the integration of metallic 
nanobowties with optical waveguides. By coupling laser 
light with a wavelength of 1500  nm into the waveguide 
through a fiber, the metallic bowtie nanostructures gen-
erated highly concentrated resonant fields and induced 
strong optical trapping forces [112]. The authors showed 
that the theoretical values of the trapping forces were 
equal to 652 pN/W on particles with diameters as small as 
20 nm [112]. Another design [125] involves the integration 
of the bowtie apertures on fiber tips to implement 20 nm 
polystyrene bead trapping and 50 nm bead manipulation 
with local intensities within the trap as small as 109 W/m2. 
This configuration has the potential to trap and translocate 
a particle to various locations with high accuracy [125]. The 
same year, Eter et al. [105] proposed the concept of a fiber-
integrated optical nanotweezers based on a single bowtie-
aperture nanoantenna fabricated at the apex of a 150-nm 
aluminum-coated near-field scanning optical microscope 
fiber tip (Figure 2F). They demonstrated 3D optical trap-
ping of 500  nm latex beads with 1  mW input trapping 
power and estimated the magnitude of the optical forces 
induced by the bowtie nanoaperture on the fiber tip as 
being one thousand times larger than those obtained with 
a circular aperture with the same active area [105].
3.6   POT on aperture nanostructures
An alternative approach for POT involves the exploita-
tion of the trap particle interaction to accomplish auto-
matic feedback control. In 2009, a circular nanoaperture 
in a 100-nm gold thin film was used to trap a 50  nm 
polystyrene sphere with low optical trapping power, for 
example, less than 2  mW or local intensities lower than 
109 W/m2, drastically reducing the likelihood of optical 
damage (Figure 3A) [50]. The authors employed the strong 
Figure 3: Nanoaperture Plasmonic Tweezers Configurations.
(A) Circular nanoaperture OT, reprinted with permission from [50], Copyright 2009 Nature Publishing Group. (B) Rectangular aperture OT, 
reprinted with permission from [126], Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (C) Double nanoholes with tapered cups OT, reprinted with 
permission from [127], Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. (D) Double nanohole OT, reprinted with permission from [94], Copyright 
2016 American Chemical Society. (E) Annular nanoapertures OT, reprinted with permission from [96], Copyright 2018 The Optical Society. 
(F) Coaxial nanoaperture POT, reprinted with permission from [128], Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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influence of the nanoaperture transmission due to par-
ticle dielectric loading to achieve efficient trapping [50]. 
Moreover, this work indicates that the proposed POT 
could be viewed as sensors in which the trapped particle 
has a strong influence on the local electric field to achieve 
efficient trapping [31]. Although the proposed POT was 
used to stably trap 50-nm-diameter particles with low 
trapping laser power [50], extending optical trapping 
toward even smaller particles requires new nanoaperture 
designs. Trapping of 22-nm-diameter polystyrene beads 
was achieved using a rectangular plasmonic nanopore 
(Figure 3B) [126]. The authors showed that this configura-
tion has the ability to tune the propagating gap plasmons 
by adjusting the geometrical aspect ratio [126]. Moreover, 
they mentioned that this geometry can generate a strong 
field intensity gradient enabling trapping and enhance-
ment of the far-field light transmission, thus facilitating 
monitoring of the trapping events despite the small aper-
ture area [126]. Single- and double-bead trapping were 
observed, with the second bead experiencing a force field 
resulting from the presence of the first bead [126].
Double nanoapertures in a gold film, which strongly 
confine the electromagnetic field [31, 59, 92, 93, 129–139] 
at the cusps where holes overlap, have been employed 
for trapping a 12  nm silica sphere [59], for trapping and 
unfolding a single protein [93], for unzipping a single 
DNA-hairpin [136], for studying the interaction between a 
single protein with small molecule [131, 132, 140] and for 
characterizing the molecular weight of a single protein 
[141]. Double nanoapertures have the ability to trap small 
particles more easily than larger particles due to the sensi-
tivity to the gap size between the two nanoapertures [31]. 
Specifically, Gordon’s research group has demonstrated 
trapping of a single BSA protein in a double nanoaper-
ture by employing at least 3.5  mW laser trapping power 
and observed the transition between protein folding and 
unfolding configurations [93]. Two years later, the same 
research group distinguished the bound and unbound 
forms of a single protein [136], the binding of zipping and 
unzipping of single DNA [31] and the single protein binding 
kinetics of a single human albumin [130]. Kontala et  al. 
used a double nanoaperture POT with two trapping lasers 
beating to excite the vibration modes of single-stranded 
DNA fragments in the 10–100 GHz frequency range [137]. 
This approach established the ability to characterize 
small DNA strands with resolution of a few base pairs and 
has the potential to be extended further for exact base 
sequence determination [137]. Recently, Hacohen et  al. 
developed a double nanohole of 90 nm radius and 35 nm 
line slot based on a 100-nm gold layer in order to analyze 
the protein composition of unpurified heterogeneous 
medium, that is, egg white [134]. By employing autocor-
relation analysis, the authors showed a 2/3 dependence of 
the time constant with the molecular mass [134, 139]. The 
double nanoaperture structure has been used extensively 
to trap and sense biological and dielectric particles.
Unlike the cylindrical double nanoaperture approach, 
a conical wedge, double nanohole structure was devel-
oped to improve the trapping of 11 nm radius polystyrene 
particles [127]. The authors claimed that this design leads 
to two-dimensional nanofocusing of the gap surface plas-
mons and couples them to the wedge plasmon modes, thus 
creating a hotspot required for trapping (Figure 3C) [127]. 
Experimental results showed that due to the sensitivity of 
the gap size between the double nanoaperture, the small 
particle could be trapped more easily than a larger parti-
cle [136]. The fabrication of those double nanoholes can 
be expensive with low throughput. Thus, a method based 
on template stripping was proposed to pattern double 
nanoholes as small as 7  nm [141]. The trapping capabil-
ity of the new plasmonic double nanoapertures prepared 
by template stripping was confirmed by optically manipu-
lating the protein streptavidin [141]. The authors showed 
that there are no differences in the trapping performance 
with respect to traps prepared by direct focused ion beam 
milling of gold films, in terms of the time to trap, step size 
observed in the transmission signal, trapping duration 
and relative response to varied trap sizes [141]. The precise 
control of the position and the orientation of elongated 
particles led the way toward new applications in many 
areas of science.
Aporvari et  al. [142] studied theoretically the optical 
trapping and control of a single dielectric nanowire, 
placed at a small distance above a single nanoaperture of 
radius 155 nm in a 100-nm gold layer. They demonstrated 
that the nanoaperture could efficiently trap dielectric 
nanowires with low power and control their orientation 
and movement through the polarization of the input 
beam [142]. Additionally, Xu et al. studied paramagnetic 
nanoparticles of 30 nm diameter, combining a POT with 
a double nanoaperture geometry and magnetic field 
arrangement (Figure 3D) [94]. In this study, a diode laser 
at 855 nm with a maximum trapping power of 15 mW was 
focused onto a 200-nm-diameter gold nanoaperture with 
a 35 nm tip [94]. The authors obtained a size distribution 
of magnetite comparable with both supplier specifica-
tions and scanning electron imaging measurements, indi-
cating that their POT scheme could be a powerful tool for 
isolating desired particles [94]. Kwak et al. demonstrated 
trapping of 200 nm fluorescent polystyrene beads using a 
nanoaperture of 500 nm diameter in a 250-nm gold film 
[143]. Another interesting approach is the direct particle 
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tracking observation of 20-nm-diameter polystyrene 
nansospheres suspended in deionized water by a double 
nanoaperture in a gold film [65]. The authors showed that 
the position distribution of the trapped particles in the 
plane of the film has an elliptical shape [65].
3.6.1   Nanoapertures onto optical waveguides
Integrating nanoapertures onto the facet of an optical 
fiber has the potential to open up new perspectives for 
chemical and biological sensing studies [144]. There-
fore, optical trapping of a single polystyrene sphere was 
demonstrated at the cleaved end of a fiber with a double 
nanoaperture in a gold layer and without any microscope 
optics [144]. The integration of the nanohole on the tip of 
the fiber was developed by depositing 5  nm of titanium 
and 80  nm of gold followed by a 20  nm angled sputter 
deposition of gold/palladium to the fiber tips [144]. In this 
work, the optical transmission increased by 15% for the 
40-nm-diameter sphere and 2% for the 20-nm-diameter 
sphere trapping events [144]. This POT approach can be 
used to replace the typical optical trapping setups that 
require complicated free-space optics and frequent cali-
bration and alignment.
3.6.2   Nanoapertures arrays
A configuration of a plasmonic nanoring array which pro-
vides tunability of the resonance frequency in the near 
infrared was demonstrated for optical manipulation and 
sorting of nanometer-sized particles [145]. Specifically, 
in this experiment, a gold nanoring array with a 50  nm 
connecting gap and outer ring diameter of 300  nm, as 
well as various inner diameter sizes, was fabricated by 
employing electron beam lithography [145]. The authors 
demonstrated the trapping performance of the plasmonic 
nanostructures by optically manipulating 100 nm polysty-
rene particles with a low incident trapping power of 1 mW 
[145]. Moreover, the authors claimed that by using the 
abrupt phase changes of the proposed plasmonic nano-
structures one can improve the detection sensitivity by 
a factor of 10 compared to the corresponding excitation 
spectra method [71], opening the way for the development 
of a non-destructive and highly sensitive tool for single 
molecule detection [145]. Recently, Han et al. demonstrated 
optical trapping of micro- and nanoparticles using a POT 
based on arrays of annular nanoapertures (Figure 3E) [95, 
96]. The authors measured a trap stiffnesses of 0.25 and 
1.07 pN μm−1 mW−1 for 0.5- and 1-μm-diameter particles, 
respectively [95]. Moreover, the authors observed particle 
transportation across the plasmonic hotspots with low 
laser intensities [95]. They performed, for the first time, 
sequential single-nanoparticle trapping within specific 
trapping sites and they obtained a trap stiffness of 0.85 
fN nm−1 mW−1 at a low incident laser intensity of around 
0.51  mW/μm2 for 30-nm-diameter polystyrene particles 
[96]. The authors noted that their POT design has the 
potential to be used in lab-on-a-chip devices for efficient 
particle trapping with high tunability of the Fano reso-
nance wavelength [96].
3.6.3   Coaxial nanoapertures
The optical force and the trapping potential well depth 
were theoretically studied by employing a POT based on 
a coaxial plasmonic structure [97]. This structure con-
sisted of a 150-nm silver slab with an embedded silica ring. 
The authors calculated the maximum restoring force and 
trap stiffness in the x direction as 1.88 pN/100  mW and 
1.05 fN nm−1 mW−1, respectively [97]. A few years later, the 
same research group designed an achiral coaxial metallic 
nanoaperture to selectively trap sub-10 nm particles based 
on their chirality [146]. The authors showed that S enanti-
omers with matched handedness of the incident light could 
be trapped within 20  nm above the nanoaperture, while 
the R enantiomers remained untrapped due to a positive 
trapping potential well depth at the same location [146]. 
They also noted that the total maximum transverse force 
for the S and R enantiomers was 1.23 and 0.35 pN/100 mW, 
respectively [146]. This coaxial nanoaperture design pro-
vides for selective trapping of small particles based on 
their chiralities and a method to study their interactions 
with other chiral components [146]. More recently, Yoo 
et al. demonstrated optical trapping of a 30 nm polystyrene 
particle and streptavidin molecules with a laser power 
at 4.5  mW by employing a 10-nm gap resonant coaxial 
nanoaperture in a gold film (Figure 3F) [128]. Specifically, 
the authors selected the first-order Fabry-Pérot mode of the 
coaxial nanoaperture due to the ease in tuning the reso-
nance in the near infrared to stably trap protein molecules 
within 3 min in a reproducible manner [128]. They claimed 
that their POT design pushes the limit of nanotrapping 
technologies due to the sharp trapping potential well [128].
3.6.4   C-shaped nanoapertures
A trapped particle may also be transported by employ-
ing optical forces. Hansen et al. proposed a nano-optical 
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conveyor design to independently control the movement 
of a particle from one trap to another [147]. The geometry is 
based on repeating linear structures of three district traps 
by C-shaped apertures [147]. Each element of the C-shaped 
aperture was separately addressable by their resonant 
wavelengths and polarizations [147]. The authors showed 
theoretically that by exciting each of three sets of traps 
in a periodic sequence, nanoparticles could be moved 
between adjacent traps and could be moved northeast, 
southwest, clockwise or counterclockwise by drawing 
down a track of arbitrary length [147]. They experimen-
tally demonstrated controlled particle transport between 
a pair of C-shaped nanoapertures for polystyrene beads of 
diameters 200, 390 and 500 nm [148]. They claimed that 
their plasmonic design opens the door to a new approach 
for parallel manipulation of nano-objects.
3.7   POT with black-Si plasmonic 
nanostructures
In 2012, a new POT design based on localized plasmonic 
fields around sharp metallic features was developed 
[107]. The plasmonic structure consisted of a laser-struc-
tured silicon wafer with quasi-ordered microspikes on 
the surface, coated with a thin silver layer. The authors 
claimed that the well-formed microspike morphology, 
coated with silver nanoparticles, showed two orders of 
magnitude enhancement of the optical trapping force 
exerted on a 900  nm polystyrene particle, compared to 
the force obtained with a conventional OT [107]. They 
mentioned that the roughness of the sharp microspikes 
was created by silver nanoparticles that were formed on 
the spikes during the silver deposition [107]. This con-
figuration produced localized plasmonic fields, which 
enhanced the trapping efficiency. However, since silver 
is prone to oxidation, to overcome this drawback and 
simultaneously to minimize the thermal convention in 
the surrounding medium, Kotsifaki et al. [108, 109] intro-
duced a plasmonic structure based on fs-laser nanostruc-
tured silicon samples, coated with thin bilayers of copper/
gold. A trapping laser beam at 1070 nm wavelength was 
employed to trap fluorescent particles of 400 nm diameter 
above the nanostructured substrates [108]. The authors 
measured a trapping quality of 0.13 [108], similar to that 
reported for plasmon-enhanced optical traps [34]. More-
over, they investigated the dependence of the trapping 
force on the distance from the nanostructured substrates 
and they verified the exponential distance dependence 
character of the evanescent plasmon field [108]. A year 
later [109], the same research group developed an fs POT 
based on gold-coated black silicon and performed, for the 
first time, a wavelength-dependent characterization of the 
trapping process, revealing the resonant character of the 
trapping quality. They noted a maximum trapping quality 
value of 0.15 and a resonance wavelength at 975 nm [109]. 
This design of POT could be a promising new platform 
for large-scale parallel trapping applications that will 
broaden the range of precise manipulation of biological 
specimens.
3.8   POT with alternative nanostructure 
geometries
Additionally, several plasmonic patterns, which are 
tunable, have been demonstrated to dynamically trap par-
ticles, and some of these novel geometries are summarized 
in this sub-section. Particularly, Tanaka et  al. [102, 149] 
studied theoretically and experimentally the strong trap-
ping potential which can be formed using gold nanoblock 
pairs. They demonstrated that the size and orientation of 
the pairs of gold nanoblocks, with 5 nm gaps, determine 
their surface-plasmon resonance properties and trapping 
performance in conjunction with the wavelength and the 
polarization direction of the incident laser [102]. More-
over, they demonstrated optical trapping of 350 nm poly-
styrene particles with 750 W/cm2 laser intensities [102]. 
Similarly, 2 years later, they performed two-dimensional 
mapping of the optical trapping of 100 nm fluorescent pol-
ystyrene particles above a gold nanoblock pair that had a 
6 nm edge-to-edge separation [149]. They showed that the 
trap stiffness was enhanced by three orders of magnitude 
compared with the corresponding one for far-field optical 
trapping [149]. Furthermore, they found multiple poten-
tial wells separated by a distance smaller than the diffrac-
tion limit when the incident light polarization was rotated 
by 90° [149]. This approach indicates the possibility of 
obtaining super-resolution parallel optical manipulation 
and opens new channels in designing lab-on-chip devices 
operated with light.
4   Perspectives on the future 
development of plasmonic optical 
tweezers
As a rapidly developing research area, the POT has sig-
nificantly broadened the usefulness and applicability of 
optical manipulation in the nanoscale regime. Beyond 
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their interest for performing extraordinary experiments, 
POT may play a key role in new developments and will 
open up unprecedented opportunities for applications 
in many scientific fields that will flourish in the coming 
years. For example, a POT could be integrated with an ana-
lytical platform such as a lab-on-a-chip device to provide 
a promising tool for immobilizing flowing cells, as well as 
for the detection of biomaterials or viruses in liquid envi-
ronments – topics that are of interest in several areas of 
clinical science. Viruses are important biological entities 
which can affect many aspects of human life. Cheng et al. 
used two-photon fluorescence techniques with conven-
tional OT to optically manipulate individual HIV-1 viruses 
[103, 150]. The viruses were labeled with green fluorescent 
protein, which acts as a fluorescent marker for the virion 
optical manipulation. However, due to their heterogeneity 
and their small size, current protocols for their detection 
often involve a series of steps which are time consuming 
and require large sample volumes. Integrating an analyti-
cal platform with a POT will provide advantages to study 
the utility of small viruses as reliable predictors by alter-
ing their physiology or monitoring the evolution of the 
disease with high sensitivity and specificity. The potential 
combination of POT with virology science is a field which 
has not yet been studied intensively.
Moreover, for detecting and imaging particles 
which are smaller than the wavelength of light, fluores-
cent imaging is still the dominant contrast technique. 
However, the fluorescent technique is limited, because 
not all molecules or objects are suitable for fluorescent 
labeling. Additionally, the photobleaching effect will 
limit the number of photons available for single-molecule 
detection, thereby also limiting the maximum attainable 
signal-to-noise ratio. Owing to these obstacles, a possi-
ble combination of a POT with high temporal and spatial 
resolution microscopy techniques is a very attractive 
prospect. For example, a potential imaging technique for 
POT will be its combination with interferometry scatter-
ing microscopy [151], which pushes the noise performance 
into the shot noise-limited regime and is not limited by 
photobleaching. Plasmonic nanostructures [152] with chi-
rality would also enable new applications for POT. Chi-
rality is of major importance in biological systems. For 
instance, the pharmacological activity of drugs depends 
mainly on its interaction with biological targets such as 
proteins, DNA/RNA and bio-membranes. One enantiomer 
of a chiral drug may be a viable medicine for a particular 
disease, whereas another enantiomer of the molecule may 
be not only inactive but could also lead to a detrimental 
effect [153]. Therefore, the ability for optical manipula-
tion based on chirality will enable innovative applications 
such as conformational change detection of DNA or pro-
teins and the design or synthesis of new drugs with the 
possibility of distinguishing their mutant forms or identi-
fying their interactions.
Another potential application of POT is its combina-
tion with graphene for studying various systems such 
as protein secondary structure. Recently, there has been 
enormous interest in graphene as a platform for several 
applications, with numerous publications focusing on 
novel properties offered by this material. In particu-
lar, graphene could be used as a biocompatible surface 
[154] independent of the type of metal used for support-
ing plasmon resonances. A graphene-gold nanopyra-
mid hybrid OT platform was proposed for trapping and 
detecting biomolecules [155]. In this study, the graphene 
acted as a hotspot marker which indicated the intensity 
and stability of the hotspots [155]. In atomic physics, POT 
could open new avenues for atom trapping. In particular, 
the trapping of atoms in a plasmonic optical lattice could 
enable the study of quantum mechanical interactions 
between atoms [156]. Finally, a promising next generation 
of POT, in which their size will be further miniaturized, 
will make them easier to be used in their own custom 
setups for on-site investigations, far removed research 
laboratories.
5   Concluding remarks
POT platforms provide versatile nanocontrol of diverse 
species such as dielectric particles, biomolecules and 
living cells. In contrast to conventional OT, POT tech-
niques piece together low power and nano-optics prin-
ciples. We anticipate that POT techniques will not only 
accelerate progress in scientific research in life sciences, 
nanoscience and materials sciences, but will also lead to 
new functional materials, nanomedicines and diagnostic 
tools. Summarizing, in this work we have reviewed the 
latest developments in POT based on nanostructures, 
which have flourished in recent years. We believe that 
this scientific field will continue to rapidly progress in the 
future.
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